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ABSTRACT

In this chapter, through introducing the deep learning and relation between deep 
learning and artificial intelligence, and especially machine learning, the authors 
discuss machine learning and deep learning techniques, the literature focuses on 
applied deep learning techniques for extracting opinions. It can be found that opinion 
mining without using deep learning is not meaningful. In this way, authors mention 
the history of deep learning and appearance of it and some important and useful 
deep learning algorithms for opinion mining; learning methods and customized 
deep learning techniques for opinion mining will also be described to understand 
how these algorithms and techniques are used as an applicable solution. Future 
trends of deep learning in opinion mining are introduced through some clues about 
the applications and future usages of deep learning and opinion mining and how 
intelligent agents develop automatic deep learning. Finally, authors have summarized 
different sections of the chapter at conclusion.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, around 4 billion internet users in the world, generate different contents 
in weblogs, forums, portals, websites and social networks apps in every second 
and online, these kinds of data have led to potency of social information for figure 
outing opinions about politics, services, products, news or events, this outburst, 
has turned opinion mining into a very valuable intangible asset. many surveys, 
applicable solutions, algorithms and tools such as Bag Of Words (BOW) model, Part 
Of Speech (POS) tagging, lexicon-based techniques, Natural Language Processing 
(NLP), Sentiment Analysis (SA), classification algorithm, machine learning and 
deep learning algorithms have created to handle and mine knowledge from context 
as an opinion miner.

However, most opinion mining techniques are, based on machine learning which 
some earlier information about sentiment should use in the analyzing process. On 
the other hand, an edge over the traditional machine learning algorithms is deep 
learning techniques, which are to learn automatically new complex features. These 
overcome the challenges coped by opinion mining and handle the diversities without 
the expensive demand or manual extraction.

In this chapter, authors want to describe deep learning and some of the different 
approaches used in the opinion mining. First of all, after some definitions and 
study on history of deep learning, authors will define deep learning techniques in 
particular; this part considers an ensemble of machine learning techniques using 
Artificial intelligence algorithms, that several sentiment classifiers trained with 
kinds of features, and an ensemble of features, where the combination has made at 
the feature level.

After this, authors will discuss using deep learning in opinion mining models, 
because sentiment analysis models have validated by deep learning techniques, in this 
section, authors focus on applicable and new techniques and explain the important 
ones. After that, the authors will describe the developed deep learning in opinion 
mining and applied techniques by describing a sample framework in detail. The 
framework is a useful conceptual model for new kind of deep learning techniques 
in opinion mining. Finally, the trend of deep learning techniques in opinion mining 
will be discussed as the last part of this chapter.

DEEP LEARNING DEFINITION

Before talking about deep learning, relationship with Machine Learning, Artificial 
Intelligence, and shallow learning is necessary to know. The easiest way to understand 
this relationship is looking at the diagram in Figure 1.
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